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15-UP ROAD GLIDE/ULTRA 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS



KIT PARTS 

BASE KIT PARTS: 

2 - SinisterSound Woofers
1 - SinisterSound Tweeter/Speaker cover assembly Clutch 
side
1 - SinisterSound Tweeter/Speaker cover assembly Brake 
side
2 - Woofer leads
2 - Ports
1 - Set of drill templates and wiring spacers

WITH AMPLIFIER 

1 - Amplifier
1 - SinisterSound power and ground cable
1- RCA Cable

14-18 MISC. 

1 - SinisterSound Line Level Adapter
* Not required with 19-UP models or bikes that will be flashed.
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Enclosures for illustration only. Not included.  



PREPARE THE BIKE 

 

Remove speaker grills first.

Remove the speaker enclosures, radio and any other audio equipment.

Remove the old speakers from the enclosures saving the screws and set aside speaker 
leads with the Molex connectors.

 

Remove the seat to expose the battery.

Remove the gas tank to expose the cable channel.
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PREPARING THE SPEAKER ENCLOSURES 

Place the drill templates on the enclosures as shown matching R to R and L to L.

 

 

Using the drill templates, drill pilot holes in the enclosures.

Using a 2-3/8” (60mm) hole saw, drill the port holes in the enclosures  Use your pilot 
holes to guide you.  Run the drill in reverse and go slow.

Remove the nub from each of the front surfaces.
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Glue in the port.

You will re-use the wire grommets.  Carefully cut one side of the grommet to remove 
them from the old speaker leads.

Route the SinisterSound woofer leads through the 
original grommet hole and into the speaker 
enclosure. Reuse the grommet and seal with glue. 

Connect the leads to the woofers paying attention to the positive and negative tabs. 
Mount the woofers and tweeter bridges to the enclosures as shown.  Final alignment will 
be as shown with the bridge gap toward radio.
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Reinstall the enclosures.

Install ARC RG15 bracket per instructions included with the bracket.  The ARC RG15 bracket is made for the ARC Audio Moto 
600.4 amp.  The bracket can be used for other amps but may require other mounting solutions, ie. velcro, double sided tape or 
wire-ties.  The amp is mounted upside-down under the head unit.

Instructions can be downloaded here: https://media.rainpos.com/7189/rg15_manual_web.pdf

Connect the woofer and tweeter leads together at the amp end as shown.  Make sure to 
match the positive and negative wires on each side.  DO NOT CROSS THE 
POSITIVES AND NEGATIVES.  If your woofers are out of phase, you will have no bass.

Route the wires neatly and connect them to your amplifier using the appropriate output 
connections per amplifier instructions.

Temporarily make all connections for testing and tuning as the amp is mounted upside-down under the head unit.  Adjustments 
after final install can not be made.

Continue to Installation of Amplifier. 
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https://media.rainpos.com/7189/rg15_manual_web.pdf


INSTALLATION OF AMPLIFIER 

IMAGE BELOW SHOWS TYPICAL WIRING OF A LINE LEVEL ADAPTER 
(IF NOT FLASHING THE BIKE) 
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ARC AUDIO MOTO 600.4 (TWO SPEAKER SETUP) 

1. Remove the fuse from the SinisterSound power and ground cable.

2. Connect the SinisterSound power and ground cable to the amplifier and 
route towards the battery through the cable channel under the tank.

      If you are flashing the bike,  continue with Step 3.  If you are NOT 
flashing the bike continue to step 4.

NOTE: For 19-UP bikes, flash or Line Level Adapters are not 
required. Make the connections per Step 3.

3. If you are flashing the bike you will not need the Line Level Adapter. 
Use the Speaker Level In harness to connect to the Molex connector 
wires (previously removed from the enclosures).  Connect the male 
and female Molex ends. Skip Step 4.

4. If you are NOT flashing the bike, connect the Molex connectors of the 
Line Level Adaptor to Molex connectors from the head unit. Connect 
the RCA harness from the Line Level Adaptor to the amplifier Input 
ports. Connect the remote turn on wire to the head unit wiring 
harness.

5. Connect the woofer and tweeter leads together at the amp end being 
careful not to cross positive and negatives. Connect the speaker pod 
wires to the CH1 and CH2 output ports on the amplifier.

6. Change the amplifier settings as shown in the table below.

7. Connect the power and ground cable to the battery

8. Insert the fuse on the power and ground cable.

9. Continue to the Testing and Tuning section.

Arc Audio Moto 600.4 Amplifier Settings

Moto 600.4 Front Moto 600.4 Top

1. Set load select to 4Ω Stereo. 1. Set Input to 2CH 
2. Set Auto Sense to OFF 
3. Set Bass Boost to the “B” in the word “Boost” 
4. Set FREQ Hz to 100 
5. Set to High Pass 
6. Set Gain to Min (This is a starting point) 
7. Set To 4CH Stereo

 

1.

2. 4.3. 5. 6.

4. 5. 6.
7.

 

1.
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TESTING AND TUNING 

1. Turn bike ignition switch to Accessory.
2. Choose a music source and play.
3. We recommend setting the head unit volume to 70% then slowly increase the gain until you start to hear distortion.  

Then back the gain off a few clicks. 

About Adjusting the Gain (from Arc Audio Manual): “Because of the wide range of head unit output configurations all ARC Audio 
amplifiers have an adjustable input sensitivity or “Gain”. The gain is not a volume or a power limiting control like a throttle. It makes the 
amp more sensitive to input from the stereo. With the gain up the amp will reach full output at a lower volume setting on the deck. At 
higher gain settings the amp also becomes more sensitive to noise from the vehicle’s electrical system.Try to run the gain at the lowest 
setting possible for your system.  There is no correct gain setting. Because speakers require different power demands to reach the 
same output, the gains most often need to be used to compensate for these differences. If you tried to set all the gains at half way you 
would probably find the system didn’t sound very good. Using good judgment and listening carefully to each speaker is still the best way 
to tune a system.”

4. Check that grip controls are functioning properly.
5. Once you are satisfied that everything is functioning properly, move on to the Finishing the Installation section.

FINISHING THE INSTALLATION 

 

Once you are satisfied with the tuning, mount the head unit and amp per the ARC RG15 Bracket installation instructions.

Instructions can be downloaded here: https://media.rainpos.com/7189/rg15_manual_web.pdf

Reinstall fairing and speaker grills.

Reinstall seat and tank if previously removed.

Enjoy your new system!
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